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The Mineral indusTry of ColoMbia

By Susan Wacaster

The geology of Colombia encompasses five major structural 
provinces, which are, from east to west, the Amazonian 
Paleoproterozoic continental lithospheric province, the 
Mesoproterozoic Grenvillian continental lithospheric province, 
the Arquia Neoproterozoic oceanic lithospheric province, the 
western Cretaceous oceanic lithospheric province, and the 
La Guajira Cretaceous oceanic lithospheric province. Colombia 
has three well-defined mountain ranges (cordilleras). More 
than 200 emerald deposits and occurrences have been located 
in narrow stretches on both sides of the Cordillera Occidental, 
which is the easternmost of the mountain ranges. Colombia has 
been a significant gold-producing country; production has come 
from placer, vein, and lode deposits related to porphyry copper 
systems. Continental rifting created basins where sediments 
rich in organic material became the source of the country’s 
petroleum reserves.

Despite well-defined mineral resources in Colombia, 
development in the mineral industry remained stagnant in 2013. 
During the year, the Colombian Government defined 40 mining 
projects to be of national interest, but no new mining project had 
started up operations since 2010. Of 14,300 mining operations 
identified in a 2010–11 census, the Government estimated 
that more than 60% were operating without a mining license. 
Legislation passed in 2011 requires mineral commodity trading 
agents and producing mines in Colombia to be registered with 
the Registry of Mineral Traders (RUCOM) in order to proceed 
with exports. The Government of Colombia, however, continued 
to infer mineral production totals from the payment of royalties. 
The process for exporting mineral commodities requires a 
certificate showing the payment of royalties, but the origin of 
the discrete volumes of mineral commodities is often unknown 
(Bourke, 2013).

In July 2013, artisanal miners (estimated to operate about 
9,500 operations) went on a national strike to protest regulations 
that they believed favor international mining companies. 
One of the primary demands of the traditional miners to the 
Government was that their operations be differentiated from 
those operated by criminal groups that use profits to finance 
illegal activities (Bourke, 2013).

Minerals in the National Economy

In 2013, Colombia’s real gross domestic product (GDP) 
(using a base year of 2005) increased by 4.7% compared with 
a 4.0% increase in 2012, making it one of the fastest growing 
economies in Latin America. In the years 2000 through 2007, 
the aggregate value contributed to the GDP from the extraction 
of mineral fuels and the exploitation of mines and quarries 
fluctuated between $11.1 billion and $12.4 billion. In 2008, 
that value increased by 10.3% to $13.2 billion; it increased by 
another 10.5% and 10.7%, respectively, in 2009 and 2010, and 
by another 14.7% in 2011 to $18.5 billion. By 2012, economic 
growth in the sector slowed, but the value of mineral fuels 

extraction and output from mines and quarries nonetheless 
increased by 5.4% to $19.5 billion. 

In 2013, the value contributed to the GDP from the 
exploitation of mines and quarries was about $20.3 billion, 
which accounted for 7.7% of the GDP (the same percentage 
as in 2012). Production of mineral fuels, including crude 
petroleum, thorium, and uranium, was valued at $14.7 billion 
compared with $14.1 billion in 2012; production of coal was 
valued at $3.7 billion compared with $4.0 billion in 2012; 
production of metallic minerals was valued at $1.2 billion 
compared with $1.3 billion in 2012; and production of 
nonmetallic minerals was valued at $863 million compared 
with $813 million in 2012. The supply of electricity, gas, and 
water contributed about $939 million to the GDP in 2013 
compared with $930 million in 2012 and accounted for 3.6% of 
Colombia’s GDP in both years (Departamento Administrativo 
Nacional de Estadística, 2014a).

In terms of real GDP, the Colombian economy grew by 6.4% 
in the first quarter of 2014 compared with the same quarter of 
2013. Colombia’s economic rate of growth was greater than that 
of Peru (4.8%), Chile (2.6%), Uruguay (2.4%), Brazil (1.9%), 
and Mexico (1.8%) for the same time period, and its GDP 
was expected to be about 4.5% in 2014 and 2015. Colombia’s 
construction sector realized the largest increase (17.2%) in the 
first quarter of 2014 compared with the first quarter of 2013. 
The aggregate value of the exploitation of mines and quarries 
(including fuels) increased by 5.6% in the first quarter of 2014 
compared with that of the same period in 2013 owing to a 
33% increase in the value of coal production; a 0.5% increase 
in the aggregate value of production of crude petroleum, 
natural gas, thorium, and uranium; and a 15% increase in the 
production value of nonmetallic minerals, which offset an 11.4% 
decrease in the production of metallic minerals (Departamento 
Administrativo Nacional de Estadística, 2014d).

Government Policies and Programs

The Ministry of Mines and Energy (MME) of Colombia was 
created as a result of economic disruptions from World War II, in 
large part because the European market for Colombia’s coffee 
exports had been cut off. Colombia had been a neutral country 
in World War II, but the Colombian Government wanted to 
strengthen its own military and protect the Panama Canal, 
which it viewed as critical to the development of its economy 
(Leonard and Bratzel, 2006).

Colombia had been the only source of platinum for the 
German and Japanese war industries prior to establishing 
trade with the United States for platinum resources. By 1940, 
the U.S. Government had begun to acquire Colombia’s entire 
platinum supply and to provide technical assistance for 
increased production. Platinum was so valuable at the time, 
however, that Axis countries were willing to pay maximum 
prices, and, consequently, smuggling became prevalent. 
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The Colombian Government attempted to control the export 
of platinum by requiring all producers to sell the metal to the 
Central Bank, but small producers in remote areas were able 
to maintain a black market trade of platinum by trafficking the 
material through Argentina. By 1944, the flow of black-market 
platinum had been restricted, but by then, its export trade 
with both the Asian and the European markets had been cut 
off, leaving the United States as its primary export market. 
The United States also became Colombia’s primary source 
of imports of many commodities, including graphite, lead, 
machinery, and steel (Leonard and Bratzel, 2006).

In an effort to advance production from existing industries 
in Colombia, the Ministry of Mines and Petroleum was created 
by decree (Decreto 968 of May 18, 1940) to administer the 
country’s mines, petroleum resources, and undiscovered 
resources, as well as its national laboratory analysis and 
research—matters that had previously been handled by the 
Ministry of National Economy. In 1968, the structure of the 
agency was expanded to cover primary energy resources, 
including coal, natural gas, petroleum, and radioactive minerals. 
In 1974, the administrative organization was again revised and 
through Decree 636 of April 10, 1974, the name was changed 
to the Ministry of Mines and Energy. By 2001, the MME was 
composed of special administrative units, including the Unidad 
de Planeación Minero Energética [Mining and Energy Planning 
Unit (UPME)] and the Comisión de Regulación de Energía 
y Gas [Energy and Gas Regulatory Commission (CREG)]. 
Related public institutions included the Instituto de Investigación 
e Información Geocientífica, Minero Ambiental y Nuclear 
(INGEOMINAS); the Instituto de Planificación y Promoción 
de Soluciones Energéticas (IPSE); and related companies, 
including Empresa Colombiana de Petróleos (ECOPETROL); 
Empresa Colombiana de Gas (ECOGAS), and Empresa 
Nacional Minera Ltda. (MINERCOL), among others. In 2003, 
the Agencia Nacional de Hidrocarburos [(National Hydrocarbon 
Agency (ANH)] was created to bring about comprehensive 
management of hydrocarbon reserves. In 2004, INGEOMINAS 
(an autonomous entity under the administration of the MME) 
was restructured and became the Instituto Colombiano de 
Geología y Minería [Colombian Institute of Geology and 
Mining], retaining the same acronym for its name. The agency 
was charged with performing and promoting mineral exploration 
and managing exploration and exploitation activities in the 
country. Colombia’s most recent Mining Law is law No. 685 of 
2001 (Ministerio de Minas y Energía, 2014).

In 2011, the Government released Executive Order 4131 as 
part of a reorganization of the country’s mining and energy 
sectors. INGEOMINAS’ name was changed to the Colombian 
Geological Survey (CGS). The CGS currently falls under 
the administration of the MME and is affiliated with the 
National System of Science, Technology and Innovation, 
which was created in 2009 by law No. 1286. The Agencia 
Nacional de Minería (ANM), which is the mining authority 
in Colombia, was also created as a result of the restructuring 
in 2011. The primary responsibilities of the ANM include 
managing Colombia’s mineral resources and granting rights 
for exploration and exploitation; managing contracts and 
concessions; collecting and overseeing the transfer of royalties; 

coordinating mine safety; and developing and implementing 
strategies to promote the exploration for and exploitation of the 
country’s mineral resources (Ministerio de Minas y Energía, 
2011; Agencia Nacional de Minería, 2013).

On January 30, 2012, the MME released resolution 
No. 180102 (the regulatory language for Article 108 of law 
No. 1450), which defines the strategic minerals of interest to the 
country and delimits special areas that are open to concession 
applications and other areas for which no new applications may 
be submitted. Mineral deposits containing coal (metallurgical 
and thermal), coltan (niobium and tantalum), copper, gold, 
iron, magnesium, phosphates, platinum, potassium, and the 
byproducts, concentrate, and associated minerals thereof, are 
classified as strategic materials (minerals) based upon the CGS’s 
knowledge of the country’s terrain and areas that had been 
identified as having the greatest potential to host the strategic 
mineral deposits (Ministerio de Minas y Energía, 2012).

Production

In 2013, copper production decreased by 12.5% to 
724 metric tons (t) from a revised 827 t in 2012, all of which 
came from Atico Mining Corp. of Canada’s El Roble Mine. The 
mine was operating under limited production as exploration 
and expansion were ongoing. Gold production decreased by 
15.8% to 55,745 kilograms (kg) and was carried out by such 
companies as Gran Colombia Gold Corp. of Canada at its 
Segovia Operations and Mineros S.A. at its Antioquia Mine and 
by artisanal miners. Ferronickel production decreased by 5.1%; 
pig iron production decreased by 12.8%; iron ore and crude steel 
production decreased by 12.2% and 2.0%, respectively; and 
silver production decreased by 27.9% (table 1).

Structure of the Mineral Industry

The majority of mines and nonfuel mineral production 
facilities in the country were controlled or owned by the 
private sector. Unlicensed gold miners in Colombia were 
reported by the Government to have accounted for 87% of all 
gold production in the country as of 2011. Table 2 is a list of 
Colombia’s major mineral facilities (Willis and Smith, 2013).

Mineral Trade

Colombia was a member of the Associación Latinoamericana 
de Integración [Latin American Integration Association (ALADI)] 
and the Comunidad Andina [Andean Community (CAN)] and 
was an associate member country of the Mercado Comun del 
Súr [Southern Common Market (MERCOSUR)]. Colombia was 
in the process of establishing a trade accord with the European 
Union, a free trade agreement with the Republic of Korea, and 
an economic partnership agreement with Japan. The value of 
total exports from Colombia in 2013 was $58.4 billion. ALADI, 
the European Union, CAN, and MERCOSUR, respectively, 
received 17.3%, 15.8%, 5.8%, and 3.5% of the total value of 
Colombian exports. With respect to individual countries, the 
United States received 31% of the total followed by Venezuela 
(3.8%), Ecuador (3.4%), and Peru (2.2%) (Departamento 
Administrativo Nacional de Estadística, 2014b, c).
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In 2013, exports of combustible (coal, coke, natural 
gas and related manufactured products, petroleum, and 
petroleum derivatives) and extractive products were valued 
at $39.9 billion and accounted for about 67.9% of the value 
of the country’s exported goods [the total of which also 
included products from the agricultural and manufacturing 
sectors and other sectors not elsewhere classified in the United 
Nations Standard International Trade Classification (SITC)] 
compared with $401 billion and 66.7%, respectively, in 2012. 
Since the mid-2000s, the value of exports of combustible and 
extractive industry products as a whole accounted for about 
40% of total exports. In 2008, the value of the same category 
of exports increased by 24.3% compared with that of 2007 
in response to the increase in petroleum prices associated 
with the global economic downturn of 2008–09. In 2013, the 
value of mineral fuels, lubricants, and related products exports 
[including classifications of coal (whether or not pulverized, 
not agglomerated) and briquets (lignite and peat); coke and 
semicokes; natural and manufactured gas (including liquefied 
propane and butane; natural gas whether or not liquefied; and 
petroleum gases); petroleum, petroleum derivatives, and related 
products; and electrical current] was $39.3 billion compared 
with $39.5 billion in 2011. The value of metalliferous ore and 
scrap-metal exports (SITC category 28) was $463 million 
compared with $479 million in 2012; nonferrous metals 
exports (SITC category 68), $160.3 million compared with 
$135.7 million in 2012; and crude fertilizer and unspecified 
mineral exports [(SITC category 27) (excluding coal, 
petroleum, and precious gems), $21.2 million compared with 
$38.7 million in 2012 (Departamento Administrativo Nacional 
de Estadística, 2014c).

Commodity Review

Metals

Copper.—El Roble copper, gold, and silver underground 
mine is located in Choco Department. The mine produced 
ore with an average mill head grade of 2.5% copper and an 
estimated 2.5 grams per metric ton (g/t) gold. The operation’s 
crusher had a daily throughput capacity of 300 metric tons 
per day (t/d), and the mill and flotation circuit had a 400-t/d 
nominal capacity, with copper and gold recovery rates of 90% 
and 55%, respectively. The concentrate contained 22% copper 
and 20 g/t gold. In January 2011, Atico Mining Corp. signed 
an option agreement to acquire a 90% interest in the property 
and 6,679 surrounding hectares (ha) in Carment de Atrato 
during a 2-year period. By early 2012, Atico had closed its first 
initial public offering, and the company conducted exploration 
drilling in volcanogenic massive sulfide lenses close to the 
current mine to discover additional ore deposits that would 
justify an upgrade to the milling facility. Drilling in 2012 
and 2013 led to the discovery of high-grade copper and gold 
mineralization below the working levels that was open at depth 
and along strike of the mine. The company released a National 
Instrument 43–101-compliant inferred mineral resource of 
1.6 million metric tons (Mt) at grades of 4.5% copper and 3.2 g/t 
gold using a cutoff grade of 0.7% copper equivalent (Atico 
Mining Corp., 2012, p. 3; 2013a; 2013b, p. 8–10).

By November 2013, Atico had completed the acquisition 
of 90% of Minera El Roble S.A. and the surrounding claims 
and closed an $8 million senior debt financing facility. Atico 
was the operator of the mine for just 20 days in 2013, but the 
mill continued to process about 320 t/d on the days of the year 
that processing took place. The company began constructing 
an 830-meter-long adit for the recently established mineral 
resource. Environmental permits for a new tailings dam were 
received, and completion of the dam was scheduled for some 
time in 2014. Upgrades to the mill and processing facility to 
scale up to nominal capacity of 650 t/d were also scheduled 
(Atico Mining Corp., 2013a).

Gold.—In 2013, Mineros S.A. produced 3,875 kg of gold 
from its Colombian operations [known as Antioquia Mine and 
Mina La Ye] compared with about 3,683 kg in 2012; 3,037 kg 
of the gold was from alluvial resources and the rest was from 
underground works. Gold production from Gran Colombia of 
Canada’s Segovia Operations (also known by other names, 
including Carla, Cristales, El Silencio, Frontino, Las Aves, 
Las Verticales, Maria Dama Mill, Marmajito, Poma Rosa, 
Providencia, Sandra K, and Pampa Verde) was an estimated 
2,800 kg. Gold production from the company’s Marmato 
operation was an estimated 625 kg. Total reported annual gold 
production from Colombia ranged from about 47,838 kg in 
2009 to greater than 66,178 kg in 2012. In 2013, however, 
reported gold production decreased by 15.8% to 55,745 kg 
in response to decreased gold prices, which led developed 
countries, particularly the United States, to liquidate gold-
backed securities. Known production from the operations run 
by Gran Colombia and Mineros, the country’s two leading 
producers, accounted for just 13.1% of the total gold produced 
in Colombia in 2013, as production from artisanal mining 
practices continued to be the source of the majority of the gold 
extracted in Colombia. The Antioquia Department accounted for 
48% of the country’s total reported production, and the Choco 
Department accounted for 26.1% (Gran Colombia Gold Corp., 
2013; Mineros S.A., 2014, p. 7; Sistema de Información Minero 
Colombiano, 2014b).

Nickel.—The Cerro Matoso Mine in Montelibano was 
commissioned in 1980 and commercial production commenced in 
1982. The mine had been owned by BHP Billiton Ltd. since 2007. 
The operation consisted of a beneficiation plant with primary 
and secondary crushers, a blender and rotary kiln with a nominal 
capacity of 3 million metric tons per year, and an integrated 
refinery and smelter. In September 2012, Colombia’s state 
council approved a contract with BHP Billiton that would allow 
the company to continue operating the Cerro Matoso Mine 
until 2029. An agreement to extend BHP Billiton’s operating 
contract at Cerro Matoso had been finalized and was pending 
approval by the President and the ANM. The agreement would 
extend BHP Billiton’s operating contract for another 30 years 
to 2042. The main point of the agreement was a condition 
that BHP Billiton maintain or increase production to offset 
declining ore grades. In July 2013, Colombia’s environmental 
licensing agency rejected a request originally made in 2011 
for modification of the license for the Cerro Matoso Mine to 
allow mining at La Esmeralda deposit adjacent to the existing 
operation and ruled that BHP Billiton would have to present 
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a new request for an environmental permit for La Esmeralda 
(BHP Billiton Ltd., 2012, p. 29; Business News Americas, 2013).

Industrial Minerals

Gemstones.—Colombian emerald deposits occur in 
extensional carbonate-silicate-pyrite veins, pockets, and breccias 
in an early Cretaceous black shale-limestone succession. The 
deposits are unusual because there is no evidence for magmatic 
activity, but the emerald mineralization was found to have formed 
as a result of hydrothermal growth associated with tectonic 
activity (Sistema de Información Minero Colombiano, 2014c).

Based on reported data from 2003 through the first 6 months 
of 2012, total emerald exports exceeded total emerald 
production by 10%. The export total for that period was 
54.7 million carats, whereas production was 49.3 million carats. 
The difference between the produced and exported amounts 
in a given year during that period had been between about 5% 
and 20%. The maximum amount of emerald exported was a 
revised 9.5 million carats in 2004 and the minimum amount 
was a revised 997 kg in 2010. Although emerald production 
had decreased every year since 2004, the amount of emerald 
exported in 2012 was 7.4 million carats compared with 
1.9 million carats in 2011. In 2013 about 45.6 million carats 
of emerald was exported (45.0 million carats of which was 
received by the United States) compared with production of just 
2.6 million carats (Groat and others, 2008, p. 99–100; Sistema 
de Información Minero Colombiano, 2014c). 

The originator of the large quantity of emerald exported from 
Colombia was unknown, but the timing of the exports (that is, 
the months in which the large quantities were exported) suggests 
a possible connection to the death of the owner of Colombia’s 
most lucrative emerald mines, who had controlled the country’s 
emerald business for decades and reportedly held title to as much 
as 2 million hectares of land. The power vacuum following his 
death led to reports of organized crime activity to gain control of 
the emerald trade. Meanwhile, the Colombian Government was 
also actively pursuing investors to develop emerald resources 
as the country’s reported production decreased to the current 
2.6 million carats from greater than 9 million carats in 2004 
(Parkinson, 2013; Fox News Latino, 2014).

Mineral Fuels

Coal.—In 2013, Colombia produced 103.9 Mt of coal, which 
was about a 17% increase compared with output in 2012. Cesar 
and La Guajira Departments produced 57.1 Mt and 37.9 Mt, 
respectively, in 2013, accounting for a combined total of 91% of 
the coal produced in the country. Subsidiaries of Cerrejon Coal 
Co., which was a joint venture of Anglo American Plc of the 
United Kingdom, BHP Billiton, and Xstrata plc of Switzerland, 
including Carbones Colombianos del Cerrejon, Carbones 
del Cerrejon, Cerrejon Zona Norte, and Consorcio Cerrejon, 
produced most if not all of the reported coal from La Guajira 
Department where the Cerrejon coal mine was in operation. 
Drummond Ltd. of the United States was the top-ranked 
coal-producing company in Cesar Department; it produced 
about 14.5 Mt of coal mostly from La Loma Mine but also 

from El Descanso Mine (Sistema de Información Minero 
Colombiano, 2014a).

Drummond was Colombia’s second-ranked producer of coal, 
accounting for almost one-third of the country’s production. In 
January 2014, the Colombian Government required Drummond 
to halt coal exports owing to pollution caused by loading coal 
onto ships for export with cranes and barges. The company was 
in the process of constructing a legally compliant conveyor belt 
ship-loading system (Murphy, 2014).

Petroleum.—In 2013, production of petroleum in Colombia 
was about 365.8 million barrels, which was an increase of 
about 3.2% compared with that of 2012. About 35% of that 
production came from 116 oilfields that were operated by 
Ecopetrol S.A. There were 2.4 billion barrels of proven crude 
petroleum reserves at yearend 2012 (the latest year for which 
data were available), which was a 5.2% increase compared with 
reserves in 2011. In 2013, about 100 exploration and production 
wells were drilled in nine different petroleum basins (Agencia 
Nacional de Hidrocarburos, 2014).

Outlook

Based on exports of selected nonfuel mineral commodities 
for the first 6 months of 2014, Colombia’s total amount of 
nonfuel mineral commodity production could increase just 
slightly in 2014 compared with that of 2013. Copper production 
is expected to increase as Atico proceeds with expansions at 
El Roble Mine. Exports of copper from Colombia as of the 
first 6 months of 2014 had reached 68% of the total exported 
in 2013. Coal production from Drummond was expected to 
increase to 26 Mt. Combined with expected production of at 
least 32 Mt from the Cerrejon Mine, Colombia could have a 
record year for coal production in 2014.
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2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Copper, mine output, Cu content 1,251 782 889 827 r 724
Gold kilograms 47,838 53,606 55,908 66,178 55,745
Iron and steel:

Iron ore and concentrate thousand metric tons 281 77 174 809 r 710
Pig iron do. 342 327 295 345 301
Steel, crude do. 1,053 1,213 1,290 1,324 1,297

Nickel:
Mine output, Ni contente 72,000 70,200 70,000 70,000 70,000
Ferronickel, Ni content 51,802 49,443 37,817 51,975 r 49,319

Platinum kilograms 929 997 1,231 1,460 1,836
Silver do. 10,827 15,300 24,045 19,368 13,968

Cement, hydraulic thousand metric tons 9,232 9,488 10,777 10,925 11,252
Gemstones, emerald thousand carats 2,945 5,230 3,402 3,150 e 2,627
Salt: 

Marine 356,797 139,809 151,986 77,841 113,226
Rock 255,332 288,676 305,706 229,344 319,184

Total 612,129 428,485 457,692 307,185 432,410
Stone and sand, limestone for cement 11,449 11,767 13,365 6,697 r 4,065
Sulfur; native 54,367 59,556 58,073 63,790 52,470 3

Coal thousand metric tons 72,807 74,350 85,803 88,952 r 103,885
Gas, natural, gross million cubic meters 10,400 11,300 11,000 r 12,000 r 12,600
Petroleum:

Crude thousand 42-gallon barrels 244,100 286,800 r 334,100 r 354,500 r 365,800
Refinery products:

Light distillates:
Gasoline:

Motor (extra) do. 1,200 1,190 1,240 1,230 r 1,200 e

Motor (regular) do. 23,330 25,260 25,263 25,438 r 25,000 e

     Medium distillates:
Diesel fuel do. 26,632 25,311 34,993 34,730 r 35,000 e

Jet propellant do. 8,240 8,430 8,830 8,817 r 8,500 e

Kerosene do. 201 264 217 379 r 300 e

Other:
        Aromatic tar do. 410 466 446 450 e 450 e

        Asphalt do. 2,950 r 2,417 r 2,360 r 2,500 r 2,500
        Avigas do. 93 93 88 89 88 e

        Cyclohexane do. 231 100 153 150 e 150 e

        Fuel oil do. 23 23 27 26 r 25 e

            Lubricants do. 575 559 510 550 e 550 e

            Parrafin do. 275 267 257 250 e 250 e

Propane do. 7,353 6,512 6,489 7,000 r 7,000 e

            Solvents do. 1,225 445 1,261 750 e 750 e

Total do. 72,738 71,337 82,134 82,400 e 81,800 e

inadequate to make reliable estimates of output.
3Production to August 2013.

MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS

eEstimated; estimated data are rounded to no more than three significant digits; may not add to totals shown.  rRevised.  do. Ditto.  
1Table includes data available through August 1, 2014.
2In addition to the commodities listed, Colombia also produced clays, coke, feldspar, gypsum, magnesite, phosphate rock, sand and gravel, 
secondary iron, semimanufactures, sulfur (as a byproduct of petroleum processing), thorium, and uranium, but available information is

Commodity2

INDUSTRIAL MINERALS

TABLE 1
COLOMBIA: PRODUCTION OF MINERAL COMMODITIES1

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified)

METALS
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Major operating companies Annual
and major equity owners Location of main facilities capacity

Cement Cía. Colombiana de Clinker S.A. (Cementos Argos Plant at Cartagena, Bolivar Department 1,250
Colombia S.A., 100%)

Do. Cementos del Caribe S.A. (Cementos Argos Barranquilla, Atlantico Department 1,500
Colombia S.A., 74%)

Do. Cementos del Valle S.A. (Cementos Argos Colombia Yumbo, Valle del Cauca Department 1,500
S.A., 70%)

Do. Cales y Cementos de Toluviejo S.A. Toluviejo, Sucre Department 980
(Cementos Argos Colombia S.A., 95%)

Do. Cementos del Nare S.A. (Cementos Argos Puerto Nare, Antioquia Department 210
Colombia S.A., 100%)

Do. Cementos El Cairo S.A. (Cementos Argos Montebello, Antioquia Department 450
Colombia S.A., 100%)

Do. Cementos Paz del Río S.A. (Cementos Argos Belencito, Boyaca Department 880
Colombia S.A., 62%)

Do. Cementos Ríoclaro S.A. (Cementos Argos Sonson, Antioquia Department 1,400
Colombia S.A., 99%)

Do. Cementos Boyacá S.A. (Holcim Group, 100%) Nobsa, Boyaca Department 1,500
Do. CEMEX Colombia S.A. (CEMEX S.A.B. de C.V., Bucaramanga, Santander Department; 3,980

99.7%) Buenos Aires, Tolima Department;
Pamplona, Norte de Santander 
Department; La Calera, 
Cundinamarca Department

Coal Carbones del Cerrejón LLC (Anglo American plc, Cerrejon Centro, Cerrejon Sur, 32,000
33.3%; BHP Billiton plc, 33.3%; Glencore Xstrata Cerrejon Zona Norte, and Oreganal Mines,
 plc, 33.3%) La Guajira Department

Do. Drummond Ltd. (Drummond Co. Inc., 80%, and La Loma Mine, Cesar Department 20,000
Itochu Corp., 20%)

Do. do. El Descanso Mine, Cesar Department 3,000
Do. C.I. Prodeco S.A. (Glencore Xstrata plc, 100%) Calenturitas Mine, Cesar Department 16,000
Do. do. La Jagua Mine, Cesar Department 7,000
Do. Pacific Coal Resources Ltd., 100% La Caypa Mine, La Guajira Department 1,200
Do. do. Cerro Largo Mine, Cesar Department 375
Do. Colombia Energy Resources, 70% Ruku Mine, Boyaca Department NA
Do. Continental Coal Ltd., 50% Colombia Mine, Guainía Department NA
Do. Carbones San Fernando S.A. San Fernando Mine, Antioquia Department 330
Do. Mineral & Rocks Corp., 100% Boyacá Mine, Boyaca Department 47
Do. Colombian Natural Resources, 100% El Hatillo Mine, Cesar Department 3,600

Copper Atico Mining Corp., 90%, and Minera El Roble El Roble Mine, El Carmen, Choco 3
S.A., 10% Department

Gold kilograms Gran Colombia Gold Corp. (private, 100%) Segovia Operations, Antioquia Department, 2,800
220 kilometers northeast of Medellin, including
El Silencio Mine, Providencia Mine,
and Sandra K Mine; Carla Mine, 10 kilometers 
southeast of Segovia Operations

Do. do. do. Marmato Mine, Caladas Department, 1,000
80 kilometers south of Medellin

Do. do. Mineros S.A., 100% Antioquia Mine (Mina La Ye), Antioquia 4,000
Department, 50 kilometers northwest of 
Medellin

Do. do. Atico Mining Corp., 90%, and Minera El Roble El Roble Mine, El Carmen, Choco 300
S.A., 10% Department

Iron and steel, steel Diaco S.A. (Gerdau S.A.) Tuta and Duitama, Boyaca; Cali, NA
Valle del Cauca; Tocancipa,
Cundinamarca; Muna, near Bogota

Iron ore Acerías Paz del Río S.A. (Votorantim Steel, El Uvo, Pirgua, and Ubalá Mines, 2,500
72.67%) Boyaca Department

See footnotes at end of table.

Commodity

TABLE 2
COLOMBIA: STRUCTURE OF THE MINERAL INDUSTRY IN 2013

 (Thousand metric tons unless otherwise specified)
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Annual
Major operating companies and major equity owners Location of main facilities capacity

Natural gas million cubic meters Ecopetrol S.A. (Government, 100%) North coast, La Guajira Department 4,500
(national gasfields)

Nickel Cerro Matoso S.A. (BHP Billiton Ltd., 99.94%, and Cerro Matoso Mine and ferronickel plant, 55
mine workers, .06%) Montelibano, Cordoba Department

Petroleum thousand 42-gallon Ecopetrol S.A. (Government, 100%) 116 fields in various Departments 130,000
barrels

Petroleum products do. do. Barrancabermeja refinery, Norte de 79,200
Santander Department

Do. do. do. Cartagena refinery, Bolivar Department 28,800
Do., do. Ditto.  NA Not available.

(Thousand metric tons unless otherwise specified)

Commodity

TABLE 2—Continued
COLOMBIA: STRUCTURE OF THE MINERAL INDUSTRY IN 2013


